American Hereford Association

Account: 

Ship To Address: 

Date: 

Premise Number: 

Date Needed: 

SHIP VIA: 

[ ] STANDARD UPS
[ ] 3-DAY SELECT
[ ] 2ND DAY AIR
[ ] NEXT DAY AIR

EID only HDX for breeding cattle
SKU: AHA-USDA840HDX/GESM1-W
Price: $2.25
Management Number: ______ to ______

TSU only
SKU: AHA-TSU-68600003-NBR
Price: $2.00
Management Number: ______ to ______

Visual and EID
SKU: AHA-HDX840/GTXF-COLOR-SET1
Price: $3.65
Management Number: ______ to ______
Color: ______

Visual and TSU
SKU: AHA-TSU-GTXF5/GSM-COLOR
Price: $3.75
Management Number: ______ to ______
Color: ______

Universal Total Tagger
SKU: APP-UTT
Price: $20.00
Quantity: ______

Tissue Sampling Applicator
SKU: APP-TSU
Price: $45.00
Quantity: ______

Available Visual Tag Colors:

WHITE  RED  YELLOW  GREEN  BLUE  PINK  ORANGE  CLASSIC  PURPLE

Note: Miscellaneous numbers are accepted by attaching a list in an Excel spreadsheet with your order. ID can be up to 5 digits alphanumeric. (ex. 9226T or X357)